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Recent observations on buried structures made in the laboratory have led 
to the conclusion that one is not justified in using the classical Marston 
theory indiscriminately for loads on underground pipe. To allow for pres
sure redistribution across the top of a buried flat-roofed structure, a dif
ferent differential element must be assumed. The one chosen was the shape 
of a circular arch. After selecting the differential element, the problem of 
determining the location of the soil arch support in the soil mass for the 
differential element arises. There is no physical justification for assuming 
that the arch extends only across the prism of soil directly above the buried 
structure. The location of the soil arch support was assumed to be at the 
location of the maximum shear stress within the soil mass as determined 
by the theory of elasticity. If any movement or strain in the soil should 
occur, the major part of it should take place in the region of maximum 
shea1., stress~ The theory of elasticity is not used for determiningth.c stress 
in the differential soil arch; it is used only to locate the region of maximum 
shear stress before any slippage of the soil grains occurs. It is proposed 
that a movement or strain within the soil mass will cause the differential 
arch to form. A differential equation was written using the circular arch. 
When all of the necessary parameters; including nonlinear modulus of pas
sive resistance for soil, were included, the resulting differential equation 
was not readily integrable; therefore, anumerical integration procedure 
was used to obtain solutions. Result:;; we.re. r.nmparP.d with mndP.l studies 
and with several field installations where adequate information was available. 

•THE inadequacies of the methods of analysis of underground structures are apparent 
when the actual deflection and ultimate load carrying capacity of these structures are 
compared with values predicted by existing theories. With the advent of the Interstate 
Highway System and the interest of Civil Defense in underground blast shelters, buried 
structures have become very important. Several theories to determine loads on buried 
structures have been presented, but they only partially explain the observed phenomena. 
One of the first studies made on the analysis of loads on underground conduits was 
undertaken by Marston (6). Figure 1 shows a freebodydiagramofloadingwhichMarston 
assumed in deriving the equation for loads on underground pipe. 

Laboratory observations of flexible membranes over flat topped model structures 
have yielded results that the Marston theory cannot explain. Figure 2 shows a model 
used in the test. By placing a parapet wall :ibove th,:, tnp nf thP. Rtrnr.ture, pressures 
t1·ausmilted to the flexible membrane are greatly reduced (3). The Marston theory can
not explain pressure redistribution across the top of the membrane. Measured results 
show the pressure at the edge of the membrane to be much greater than the pressure at 
the center. Because the Marston theory does not allow for pressure redistribution 
across the top of flat top structures, nor for pressure reduction on the membrane 
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caused by placing a parapet wall above the structures, a different shape of differential 
element has been selected for this study. Another disadvantage in the use of the Marston 
theory is the selection of a proper settlement ratio for installations other than the ditch 
conduit. Spangler's tables (9) indicate that the load transmitted to the buried structure 
depends greatly on the settlement ratio. At the present time the selection of a settle
ment ratio is based on experience with field installations. 

There have been many other theories (1, 2, 7, 12), but each is either an adapta
tion in some form of Marston's original conceptor-offue theory of elasticity. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

To allow for pressure redistribution across the top of the structure and pressure 
reduction caused by the parapet wall, a different differential element must be accepted. 
Several types of elements could be used, but the arch seems to be the most convenient 
and logical one. Using a differential element the shape of an arch, redistribution across 
the top of the structure and pressure reduction caused by placing the parapet wall above 
the flexible membrane can be explained. One arch is assumed to act on top of another. 
The pressure transmitted away from the buried structure is the pressure which acts as 
the differential arch support. 

As the support for the differential element geti, cluser to the structure, the stresses 
increase. These stresses are normally slightly greater than the active pressure. On 
reaching the parapet wall, the stresses approach the at-rest pressure condition. This 
causes the arch to transmit the greater part of the pressure to the parapet wall rather 
than to the roof of a membrane structure. As the radius of the arch grows smaller, 
the assumed arch support acts on the roof of the structure. The arch support stresses 
are higher at t.'!e edg-e than at the center o! the roof. The pressure on e:ich !-lutit'.eedlrtg 
differential element becomes lower than the one directly above it. This causes the 
pressure at the arch support to decrease as it moves towards the center of the structure. 
The pressure acting on the roof is the arch support pressure. 

If the loading on the differential element is uniformly vertical, an arch must be 
selected that has no tensile stresses within its assumed shape. Such an arch is para
bolic. If the loading is the uniform radial loading, the shape of the arch must be cir
cular in order that no tensile stresses or bending stresses occur in the section. The 
vP.rt.kal r.omponP.nts of P.ach one of these loadings are the same. Therefore, a radial 
loading can be assumed and still give the same vertical pressure distribution as the 
parabolic arch. 

Once the shape of the arch is selected, the problem of locating the arch supports 
arises. Unless the conduit is in a trench with relatively rigid sides, there is no physi
cal basis for assuming that the arch extends only through a prism of soil directly above 
the pipe. If the vertical prism cannot be assumed, other means must be used for locat
ing the soil arch supports. 

LOCATION OF SOIL ARCH SUPPORTS IN AN EARTH FILL 

If the conduit is placed in an earth fill with no well-defined shear planes for the arch 
to form against, other means must be used for determining the location of soil arch 
supports. If it is assumed that most of the strain or movement within the soil above 
the conduit occurs between regions of maximum shear stress and that the movement 
of soil between the regions of maximum shear stress is downward, an approximate 
solution can be found. According to the theory of elasticity, two regions of maximum 
shear stress form, one on each side of a hole, at approximately 45 deg. The exact 
location is shown later. The maximum shear stress in a soil conduit system is assumed 
to act in the same location. 

The pressure of a flexible conduit causes it to deflect downward. The soil directly 
above the conduit follows, causing the soil arch lo fo1·111. The euds of the arch or arch 
supports are assumed to be at the region where the shear stress was maximum before 
any movement occurred. As the soil moves downward it acts as a wedge, and the more 
the movement the higher the stresses in the soil arch. Consequently, more force is 
transmitted away from the pipe into the surrounding fill, and the total load the pipe is 
required to carry is reduced. 
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The region of maximum shearing stress can be determined from the theory of 
elasticity. However, when the shear stress in the soil causes the grains to move, there 
is a redistribution of stress, and the theory of elasticity no longer applies. But, as soon 
as the grains move, the soil arch forms; therefore, the theory of elasticity can be used 
to locate supports resulting from an incipient motion of the soil arch. Timoshenko and 
Goodier (15) have given the equations for stress at a point in an infinite plate with a 
circular hole. Watkins and Nielson (13) have taken the equations and determined the 
region of maximum shearing stress. The equation is 

cos 28 = 

where 

3a·1 
- 2aar 2 -r4 

4(-3a2 r 2 + 2r4
) 

0 angle from vertical to plane of maximum shear, 
a radius of hole, and 
r distance to point (r, 8) on maximum shear plane. 

This equation can be approximated fairly accurately with a hyperbola as follows: 

cos 20 = a 2/r 2 

Figure 3 shows a comparison between Eqs. 1 and 2. 

(1) 

(2) 

The validity of this analysis as applied to soils can be evaluated by a critical analysis 
of studies made to determine the movement of soils around a buried pipe. One such 
study .was made by Watkins (14) who placed lead shot in a grid pattern in the soil mass 
around a model pipe. As themodel was loaded, the movement of the lead shot was 
followed by taking a series of X-ray pictures (Figs. 4 and 5). 

To determine the stress patterns induced by the addition of a pipe in the soil, the 
displacements of the soil without the pipe (Fig. 5) were subtracted from the displace
ment of the soil with the pipe in place (Fig. 4). Figure 6 shows the relative magnitude 
of difference in displacement by arrows which represent the direction and magnitude 
movement of the soil due only to the influence of the pipe. The direction of the arrows 
indicates the direction of the major principal stress in a soil medium. The minor prin
cipal stress is at an angle of 90 deg to the major principal stress. 

If a line is drawn through the soil mass perpendicular to the major principal stress 
at all points (Fig. 6), it will trace out the line of action of the differential soil arch that 
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Figure 3. Comparison of elostic solution and assumed approximation for location of region of maximum 
shear stress which is assumed as location of soi I arch support. 
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Figure 6. Movement of lead shot due only to influence of pipe as determined from X-ray study (de
termined by subtracting movement in Fig. 5 from movement in Fig. 4). 

Load Applied From This End 

Figure 7. Displacements in elastic plate os determined from theory of elasticity; obtained by subtract
ing displacements in plate with no hole from displacements in plate with pipe. 
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has no shear or bending stress within its section. The differential element traced out 
is somewhat flatter than the circular arch. It is not known what effect the boundaries 
of the cell had on the displacement pattern obtained. To get some idea of the magnitude 
of the influence of the cell wall, an analysis of the same problem was made using the 
theory of elasticity with the equations presented by Burns and Richard (1). The dis
placement of an infinite elastic plate with a stiffening ring was calculated, and the dis -
placement of an infinite elastic plate without the ring was calculated and subtracted, as 
before with the X-ray study. The results should show the displacement pattern of 
the median due only to the influence of the ring (Fig. 7). The displacement pattern was 
approximately the same as those obtained from the X-ray analysis, except that the line 
following the direction of the minor principal stress is somewhat higher than a circle. 
The differential element which would be obtained from this analysis would be more the 
shape of a parabola. 

There is one difference between the displacement obtained in the soil by the X-ray 
analysis and those obtained from the theory of elasticity. The movement of the soil 
directly above the pipe is greater in the soil than in the elastic media. As a result of 
movement in the soil mass, the arch in the soil would be somewhat flatter or would 
approach a configuration of a true circle. It seems justifiable to assume the shape of 
the differential arch in a soil mass as a circle without adding an appreciable error to 
the solution. 

The results of another study by Watkins and Nielson (13) are shown in Figure 8. It 
shows only the difference in vertical displacement between soil mass with the pipe in 
place and the same soil mass under the same loading conditions without the model pipe 
or hole. There is one major difference between this study and the X-ray study: the 
pipe in this study was bored into place. The soil was compacted without the pipe; then 
a hole was bored slightly larger than the diameter of the pipe, and the pipe was placed 
in the hole. As the pipe was loaded it could exert only limited, if any, horizontal pres
sure because the hole was larger than the pipe. Therefore, the horizontal component 
of pressure exerted by the pipe on the soil mass was missing. Eq. 2 essentially bound 
the observed displacements. 

Figure 8. Vertical soi I deformation at various elevations above a model conduit (each number is the 
difference in soi I movement with and without the conduit In place). 
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Loads on Underground Conduits 

The loads transmitted through the soil to underground conduits can be determined 
using the concept of the soil arch. Figure 9 shows a free-body diagram of the assumed 
loading. The differential equation can be obtained by summing [ Fy = 0 ], the vertical 
component of forces on the -differential element. The circular arch is assumed because 
of its simplicity and because the X-ray study indicates that the displacement pattern is 
approximately circular. The vertical component of forces acting down on top of the dif
ferential arch is 

2 .£0 
(P + dP) cos9 de 2(P + dP) r sine (3) 

For notation see Figure 9. 
Likewise, the vertical component of force acting on the bottom of the differential arch is 

21
9 

P cos9 d9 = 2 Pr sine (4) 

Equations 3 and 4, which were obtained from radial pressure distribution, show that 
the vertical components of the force are the same as those obtained for a uniform verti
cal loading on a differential element. The distance between the arch supports is 
2 r sin 9. The right hand side of the Eq. 4 can be obtained by multiplying 2 r sin 9 by 
the appropriate uniform vertical pressure. 

The total weight of the soil for a differential circular arch is 

2 y dr .{e r de (1) = 2 r y e dr (5) 

If the circular arch is used, an equivalent radial pressure, P', should be applied to 
the arch to include the influence of the weight of soil. The equivalent pressure would 

Location of Soil 
Arch Support is at 
Location of Maximum 
Shear Stress Before 
Soil Arch Formed 

Figure 9. Free-body diagram for determining loads on buried conduits by an arching analysis. 
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be equal to weight of soil in the element divided by the distance between supports or 

P' 
2 r y 0maxY dr y Bmaxdr 
------- = 

2 r sin 0max sin emax 

where 0max = the value of e at the soil arch support. 
The sum of the vertical components on the equivalent load would be equal to the 

weight of the soil in the differential element. 
The vertical component of force acting on the support of differential element is 

Rxdr (1) sine 

where Rx = stress in the line of action of the arch at the soil arch support. 

(6) 

(7) 

By taking the summation of the forces on the elements equal to zero, the differential 
equation can be derived as follows. 

or 

where 

p = 
Rx 

r = 
e 
y = 

2(P + dP)r sine - 2P r sin 9 + 2 r e y dr - 2 Rx dr sin 0 0 

R sin e dr - r e v dr X I 

dp = ----------
r sine 

pressure acting on differential arch, 
stress in line of action of arch at arch support, 
radius of circular arch, 
angle at center of pipe from horizontal to arch support, and 
unit weight of soil. 

Equation 8 cannot be integrated unless the values of Rx and e are determined in 
terms of the radius r. The relationship between e and r is given by Eq. 2. 

(8) 

Equilibrium conditions are satisfied by Eq. 8. Compatibility of the soil deformation 
and pipe deformation is discussed in the following section. 

StreRReR a.t the Differential Soil Arch Support 

The value of the support pressure Rx at the differential soil arch is difficult to de
termine. The first approach assumed that the stress was simply the radial pressure 
in the soil at this point multiplied by the active pressure coefficient (Ka). In this ap
proach, when the friction angle of the soil is reduced, the theory predicts more attenu
ation of pressure. Laboratory measurements (11) indicate that it should be just the 
opposite; therefore, it was necessary to use some other means of determining the 
__ _..,,,.. ____ ~• -Ll-.~ ........ ..:1 .... _ ..... 1-- ,... ......... ..,... .... ._+ T-4! 4-J.. .......... n.ri~ .... , v-. .... nt"H'"ln,,.n ;,.,_ 1-hn c,n.;1 1'V'l1114--;Y\1;on hu tho 
}'.I. COOUJ. II;: Q.L Ult;; OUJ.J. a...&. \....,U, .::iup.1-"--'.a. L• il L.J.J.ic;;- .a. U\.4..&.U.&. ,t.1.1. -.,.~uu..a. .._, .L.1.1 .,.o..i.v ...,..., ........ .1..u ........... .&._t-1.., ... ...,_ ,.,. J ..,.. ... .., 

passive pressure coefficient (Kp) is used to evaluate the support pressure, the attenu
ation increases with an increase in friction angle. This, however, is obviously incon
sistent with the physical characteristics of the system in which active soil conditions 
exist. 

To obtain some type of relationship for Rx, it is assumed that the soil surrounding 
the pipe acts like an arch with no wall stiffness. 

The deflection in an element similar in shape to the arch shown in Figure 9 can be 
shown to be 

. fr Rx Rx 
y =10 Edy =yr (9) 
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The deflection at the top of the arch is assumed to equal the value of the deflection 
of the top of the pipe. It is assumed that the deflection of the vertical diameter is equal 
to the deflection of the horizontal diameter which can be determined by the Spangler (10) 
deflection equation, which follows. -

AX 

where 

K = coefficient, 
W c = load on conduit, 

r = radius of conduit, 
E I = pipe wall stiffness, and 
E' = modulus of soil reaction. 

E I + 0. 061 E'r3 

Because the soil has no flexural stiffness, the value of E I can be neglected and 

E 0. 061 E' 

R 
Substituting t..X j D for E' and 2crr for We and reducing yields: 

(10) 

(11) 

R _ 2 K(A X)E (l 2) 
X - 0.061 r 

Spangler (~ gives values of K ranging from 0. 083 to 0. 110; if K 0. 110 

Rx 3.62 E:x 
where 

Rx = compressive pressure on soil arch support, 
t.x = deflection of pipe at horizontal diameter, and 

r = distance from center of pipe to arch (Fig 9). 

(13) 

Equation 13 assumes a hyperbolic distribution of stress in the soil mass. When r 
becomes large, the value of Rx approaches zero indicating that the arching takes place 
immediately in the vicinity of the pipe. If the pipe is infinitely rigid, the value of t..X 
will be zero, and Rx will also be zero allowing no arching in action to occur. 

For Poisson's ratio = ¼, E' can be shown to be 1. 8 E (8). Substituting the value of 
E' yields -

2 E' t..x 
Rx= --r-- (14) 

Because of the assumptions involved in the derivation of Eq. 14 dimensional analysis 
was also used to obtain some type of a relationship for Rx· If the following tabulated 
variables are considered important in determination of Rx, then through principles of 
similitude a functional relationship can be obtained. The variables considered are as 
follows: 

I 
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Variable Symbol Dimensions 

Stress at soil 
arch support Rx psi-FL- 2 

Soil modulus E' psi-FL- 2 

Pipe deflection in. -L 
One-half length 

of soil arch L in. -L 
Radius of pipe a in. -L 

The modulus of elasticity of the soil is not included in the above list of variables 
because it is not independent of the soil modulus, E'. The radius of the pipe is assumed 
to influence only the deflection and is therefore not independent. 

There are four variables or primary quantities and only two dimensions. Therefore, 
according to the Buckingham pi theorem, there must be two pi terms. These pi terms 
may be formulated into a functional equation as follows: 

(15) 

The length of the arc, L can be expressed in terms of the radius of the soil arch and 
the angle cp. Because the angle cp is approximately 45 deg throughout the soil mass, L 
is assumed to equal 0. 785 x r. 

It can be shown by other analysis that the correct order of the second pi term should 
be /1. 

The functional relationship in Eq. 15 wai:; tlele1·mi11ed by assulning a relationship und 
substituting it into Eq. 15 which was in turn substituted into Eq. 8 and comparing with 
model data. If the computed data did not compare with the model data another functional 
relationship was assumed. The process was repeated until the functional relationship 
was found. This analysis showed the functional relationship to be 2. 

The value of Rx used in the analysis was then 

where 

Rx=~ 
0.785r 

(16) 

Rx - compre:.:.ive pressure on Roil a.rr.h support perpendicular to line of action in 
arch, 
deflection of soil arch support at pipe boundary, 

r = distance from center of pipe to arch, and 
E' = modulus of passive resistance of soil. 

The value of t:Jie stress at the soil arch support depends on the soil modulus, E', and 
thP. dP.flection of the soil arch support. But the soil modulus also depends on the ap
plied stress and the deflection of the soil arch support which in turn d~pends on the 
stress level and on the soil modulus. To make some allowance for the interaction of 
the foregoing variables, Eq. 16 was used to determine the stress at the soil arch 
support. To compare with field data, the value of Rx used in the analysis was 

where 

2 E' .6.X 
o. 785 1· 

(17) 

Rx compressive pressure of soil arr.h support perptmtllcular tu line of action in arch, 
c.x deflection of pipe, 

r distance from center of pipe (Fig. 9), and 
E' modulus of soil reaction. 
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Figure 11. Deflection of 78-in. pipe measured by Kaiser Aluminum Corp. vs values computed by arch
ing theory. 
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Equation 17 can be substituted into Eq. 8 for the value of Rx and Eq. 2 can be 
substituted for the value of theta. The resulting equation becomes difficult to integrate. 
At this point the computer and numerical integration procedures were used. 
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Figure 13. Deflection of 60-in. pipe measured by Koepf vs values computed by arching theory . 
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The value of ~Xin Eq. 17 is unknown, therefore it is impossible to solve Eq. 8 be
cause there are two unknowns in one equation. Another equation must be obtained to 
meet compatibility requirements. Equation 10 with modifications for the nonlinear soil 
modulus is used. With relationship for delta, it is possible to solve the Eq. 8 for the 
pressure at the top and the deflection of the conduit. It is still a trial and error proce
dure because of the nonlinear soil modulus. 

Verification of Load Theory 

To verify any theory, it is necessary to resort to laboratory or field studies. Model 
analysis in the laboratory is one of the most rewarding methods because many data can 
be collected. Figure 10 shows a comparison between the computer selection and model 
tests obtained by Watkins and Nielson (13) for a clay soil. There are several field 
studies reported in the literature. Onestudy was made by Kaiser Aluminum Corpora
tion (4). Figure 11 shows the comparison between this company's measured values and 
the values obtained from the computer solution. The values for the soil modulus in this 
particular soil were measured by Watkins in the modpares device. Kaiser Aluminum 
supplied Watkins with the soil to measure modulus of soil reaction. Koepf (5) also re
ported results of a field study in which two aluminum pipes, 48 in. and 60 in. in diameter, 
were used. The data for determination of the soil modulus were determined by meas
uring the pressure at the side of a conduit during the loading tests. Figures 12 and 13 
show a comparison of the measured and computed deflection for each pipe. The agree-
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Figure 14. Deflections calculated from elastic theory vs arching theory. 
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ment between these curves and the predicted curves is sufficiently close to justify the 
approach and the assumptions made. 

In addition to comparing the arching theory with field tests and model studies, it 
was compared with the theory of elasticity. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the de
flection calculated from the two theories. A linear elastic medium was assumed for 
this comparison. The agreement is reasonably good for a fill height below approxi
mately 60 ft. The deflections predicted py the arching theory are on the conservative 
side if the deflections computed by the theory of elasticity are assumed to be correct. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of a differential soil arch has been used as a differential element in 
determining the load transmitted to underground structures. A differential equation 
was developed, but because of difficulties in integration it was necessary to resort to 
numerical procedures. The concept of the soil arch can be used to calulate loads and 
pressures transmitted to underground structures and explains pressure redistribution 
across the top of flat top structures as well as pressure reduction on membranes caused 
by placing parapet walls for the soil to arch on. More field studies are needed to corre
late with laboratory findings. The procedure seems adequate for design including both 
deflections and pressures transmitted to the buried pipe. 
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